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An underlap channel-embedded field-effect transistor (FET) is proposed for label-free biomolecule detection. Specifically, silica binding protein fused with avian influenza (AI) surface antigen and avian influenza antibody (anti-AI) were designed as a receptor molecule and a target material, respectively. The drain current was significantly decreased after the binding of negatively charged anti-AI on the underlap channel. A set of control experiments supports that only the biomolecules on the underlap channel effectively modulate the drain current. With the merits of a simple fabrication process, complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor compatibility, and enhanced sensitivity, the underlap FET could be a promising candidate for a chip-based biosensor. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3291617]

A variety of biosensors, such as, optoelectronic devices, magnetoresistive microcantilever, conductometric devices, and field-effect transistor (FET) type sensors have been recently reported to create functional biosensor systems. Among several types of concepts, a FET-based sensor has attracted public attention owing to its various advantages related to miniaturization, standardization, and mass-production. As one of the most promising FET-type devices, an ion-selective FET (Ref. 6) utilizing a reference electrode in an aqueous solution and nanowire FETs employing a one-dimensional nanowire to exhibit conductance change as a sensing parameter have a sufficiently high sensitivity to detect a small amount of biomolecules. However, these FET-type biosensors lack compatibility with the standard complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) process and monolithic integration for the construction of readout circuits and signal processing systems. Moreover, a nanogap-embedded device named as a dielectric-modulated FET (DMFET) was recently demonstrated as another type of biosensor. Its electrical detection method involves monitoring the change of the threshold voltage which originates from the change of the gate dielectric constant as a result of immobilized biomolecules in the nanogap. Due to the partial modification of a conventional metal-oxide-semiconductor FET (MOSFET), DMFET has the merits of high compatibility with the CMOS process and adaptability to readout circuits compared to previous FET-type biosensors. However, it is also associated with the limitations of low binding probability in a carved nanogap and a low structural stability stemming from the mechanically suspended nanogap structure.

In this letter, a revamped FET-type biosensor that encloses the underlap structure is proposed to solve the aforementioned problems with preceding FET-type biosensors. Through the structural modification of a conventional MOSFET, the underlap device has all the advantages of the DMFET as well as additional merits due to the characteristics of the underlap structure. Due to the prominent open structure, unlike a concave-carved nanogap, biomolecules have additional opportunities to bind to a designed area. The simplicity of the fabrication process and the degree of structural stability are additional advantages of the underlap device. Additionally, more of a current change can be observed compared to a nanogap FET device, as the channel potential in the underlap region is very sensitive to external charges. Thus, by detecting changes in the drain current, targeted molecules can be electrically detected without a labeling process of biomolecule.

Figure 1(a) shows a schematic of the drain side underlap device fabricated with an intentional offset between the gate and the channel region. Local oxidation of silicon was formed on a p-type silicon wafer to suppress the device-to-device leakage current. The source/drain (S/D) was made by arsenic ion-implantation and activated by subsequent thermal annealing. Silicon oxide (SiO₂) at a thickness of 20 nm was...
thermally grown as a gate dielectric layer. The n-type in situ doped polycrystalline layer was sequentially deposited and patterned. The underlap region between the edge of the gate and the S/D at various lengths was intentionally designed to include an offset. The scanning electron microscopic (SEM) image taken at a low energy of 1 keV clearly shows that the drain region is apart from the gate edge as shown in Fig. 1(b). Thereby, the uncovered channel region assigned for the sensing area is adequately constructed.

To investigate validity of the underlap device as a biosensor, silica-binding proteins (SBP), which strongly bind to the oxide surface at one end and combine with the avian influenza surface antigen (Ala), the biomolecule receptor, at the other end, were designed by recombinant technology. Therefore, the Ala was effectively immobilized onto the oxide surface without an additional surface modification. Moreover, SBP-fusion protein could control the receptor orientation resulting on regular distance between the analyte and the sensing surface. Figure 1(c) shows a cross-sectional schematic strategy (a-a’) of SBP fused with the Al antigen (SBP-Ala) anchored onto the underlap region and anti-Al antibody (anti-Al), which was purified from polyclonal antibody immunized in a rabbit by Peptron (Korea), bound with SBP-Ala. It is well known that native oxide was grown on the underlap region and on other crystalline or polycrystalline silicon surfaces whenever these substances are exposed to air ambient. In order to combine anti-Al with the oxide surface, the underlap device was immered in the SBP-Ala solution diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (pH 7.4) solution for 1 h. Subsequently, the device was thoroughly rinsed with de-ionized water (DW) and dried with N2-gas. Thereafter, the same process to immobilize the anti-Al is carried out to the SBP-Ala-immobilized underlap device.

The fabricated underlap device has a channel length of 10 μm, a channel width of 20 μm, and various underlap lengths from 100 to 1400 nm. Figure 2(a) shows the drain current versus the gate voltage characteristics as a parameter of the underlap length. A device with a longer underlap length shows more of a threshold voltage shift in the positive direction, and the overall VT shift is approximately 1.2 V compared to a normal overlap device. A higher gate voltage is required due to the fact that it is more difficult to invert the underlap channel without the gate directly straddling the channel. Figure 2(b) demonstrates the change of VT after varying the underlap length for both the drain and source side. A method to switch the electrical direction of the underlap in an exchange of the source and drain electrode was used. At the source side underlap, VT increases in all bias conditions when VDS = 0.05 and 1 V, respectively. In contrast, VT increases only when VDS = 0.05 V at the drain side underlap. That is, in the condition of a high drain bias, the VT value of the drain side underlap device is nearly identical to that of the overlap device. The channel potential at the underlap region is lowered significantly by a reduction in the potential barrier width which is caused by the high drain bias. Subsequently, the VT change is negligible at a high drain bias. On the other hand, at the source side underlap, the drain bias effects do not have an impact on the channel potential because the potential barrier width is formed at the source underlap region regardless of the high drain bias. This is an important property of the underlap device.

To investigate the effectiveness of the underlap device as a biosensor, the bioexperiment was carried out using 25 μg/ml of a SBP-Ala solution and 10 μg/ml of an anti-Al solution. Figure 3(a) shows the transfer characteristics in each bioexperimental state of the 900 nm underlap length device. Figure 3(b) was reconstructed to show how the drain current is effectively changed as a result of the reaction between the SBP-Ala and the anti-Al. VT also shifted remarkably in consequence. As shown in the inset of Fig. 3(a), after the immobilization of SBP-Ala, the drain current increases slightly in comparison to that in the initial state. The small increment of the drain current can be explained by the presence of an additional fringing field due to the immobilized SBP-Ala, of which the thickness is approximately 3 nm on the underlap region. However, by binding of anti-Al molecules with the SBP-Ala at the underlap region, the drain current decreases considerably in all various underlap devices. The abrupt drop of the drain current is attributed to the negative charges of the anti-Al, and the decrement in the drain current becomes larger as the underlap length increases. The number of inverted electrons in the channel of the underlap region is reduced by the negatively charged anti-Al. In the band diagram, the electron barrier height formed by the underlap structure is elevated by the negative anti-Al charges. This effect is in good agreement with an explanation of the drain current reduction; this was verified with the aid of a numerical simulation. Although anti-Al has only small negative charges, the charge effect on the channel is more dominant than the additional fringing field effect caused by the change of the dielectric constant. Thus, a noticeable drop of the drain current was observed. On the other hand, with a zero underlap length, i.e., a conventional
between the SBP-AIa and IgG, there was a little decrease of the drain current due to the nonspecific binding of antirabbit immunoglobulin which is mainly dominated by the negative charges of the underlap region. Subsequently, it can be inferred that the change in the drain current shows the same characteristics. Consequently, it proves that the main factor of current decrement is not from PBS but from anti-AI.

To prove that the current change is caused by the specific binding of the SBP-Ala and anti-AI elements, a recovery experiment to break the binding sites of the biomolecules was conducted. In order to detach the bound proteins from the surface, an underlap device with SBP-Ala and anti-AI was immersed in the 90 °C DW (Ref. 12) for 10 min and rinsed with DW several times. The drain current was restored back to its initial value due to the separation of the biomolecules as shown in Fig. 4. As another control experiment, the 34-mer single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) known to have negative charges was selected as a negative control experiment. These results, depicted in the Fig. 4, show that the drain current was slightly increased by the incorporated positive ions in the PBS solution. Accordingly, it proves that the main factor of current decrement is not from PBS but from anti-AI.

In summary, the underlap-embedded FET is shown to detect biomolecules. When SBP-Ala and anti-AI were bound in the underlap channel region, the drain current was significantly modulated by the negative anti-AI charges. From the several control experiments, it was concluded that the change in the drain current resulted only from the biomolecules in the underlap channel region.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The transfer characteristics in each stage of a bioexperiment in a device with an underlap length of 900 nm; the initial underlap device, the immobilization of SBP-Ala, and the binding of anti-AI are shown. The inset is a schematic showing the biomolecule immobilization process in the underlap region and (b) extracted drain current at its initial $V_T$ after each stage of the bioexperiment for various underlap lengths.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Comparative anti-AI results at an underlap length device of 900 nm; a recovery test to break the specific binding, a ssDNA test to prove the negative charge effect, a false-positive test with nonspecific biomolecules of anti-rabbit IgG, the anti-AI without the SBP-Ala, and the PBS without anti-AI test as a negative control experiment were conducted.

anti-AI solution without the immobilization of the SBP-Ala. As predicted, no significant decrease of the drain current was observed because of the nonspecific binding between anti-AI and SiO$_2$ surface. These results showed that the underlap-based FET as a biosensor can selectively detect targeted biomolecules. Finally, to examine the effect of the buffer solution, a PBS solution which did not contain anti-AI was selected as a negative control experiment. These results, depicted in the Fig. 4, show that the drain current was slightly increased by the incorporated positive ions in the PBS solution. Accordingly, it proves that the main factor of current decrement is not from PBS but from anti-AI.
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